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Objective:
The purpose of the investigation is to examine the general hypothesis that mineral
deposits of the copper/molybdenum porphyry type occur in a characteristic geol-
ogic setting which is recognizable in the surface data on space acquired imagery.
Summary of Accomplishments - September and October 1973:
EarthSat personnel met with Kennecott Exploration Inc. personnel in Salt Lake City
wn for evaluation of their 'naive' interpretation of the test sites. The following sub-
-j jects were also covered in this meeting:
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1) Fourier analysis of fault trends from the Arizona test site to
detect spacing between faults that would be an indication of
crustal thickness
2) Assignment of tectonic units to test sites based upon observed
data from ERTS imagery
4 o .coD 3) Circular features observed on the imagery, their related importance3 *O
>r * U and probable causes
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5 n ttn MDo ".0 4) An ERTS stream drainage interpretaion of the Ok Tedi, Papua test
.( 4 0 site was compared with a similar interpretaion from SLAR imagery
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0 o 5) The remaining tasks left to complete the investigation were discussed.
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o M 06 Redrafted copies of the interpretation performed by EarthSat will have additional
-I M m information added to them by the Kennecott coinvestigators.
Dm r o cN The rough draft of EarthSat's final report is now being written and will be reviewed
o (P by the Kennecott personnel in the near future.
tx w .4 Problems:
S Variable image quality is decreasing. Occasional shipments of imagery for other
,. v investigators is being received and shipped on.
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Data Request Forms:
None
Plans for Next Reporting Period:
Continue interpretations of imagery on selected test sites. Planning for completion
of investigation.
